What is a Senior Dorm Representative (SDR)?
1. A Senior Dorm Representative is a student representative of a residence hall to the ASB.
2. The SDR is a member of the ASB and gives leadership and support to campus wide activities and or services.
3. The SDR is an administrative associate to the Dorm Staff (residence specific R.D. and R.A.’s) and serves to accomplish Dorm Staff appointed activities and or services, 2 per semester (one activity and one ministry).

What are the SDR’s responsibilities to the campus?
1. The SDR will represent his/her dorm at the weekly ASB meeting in the voting on legislation and activities.
2. The SDR will serve as a member of the ASB to accomplish campus wide activities and/or programs.

What are the SDR responsibilities to the dorm?
1. The SDR will serve the Dorm Staff to accomplish Dorm Staff appointed activities and or services.
2. The SDR will give leadership and oversight to Dorm Representative(s) to accomplish Dorm Staff appointed activities and/or services.

What meetings are required?
1. SDR meets with the ASB weekly, (1.5 hr per week)
2. SDR meets with the Dorm Representatives on an "as needed" basis, (1 hr per week)
3. SDR meets in “committee” bi-monthly with ASB advisor, (1 hr. every other week).
4. SDR attends the monthly SLS Leadership Training, (1.25 hrs. per month).

How do you become a SDR?
1. Read the copy of the ASB Constitution on reserve in the Library.
2. Acquire, complete, and return the SLS Application according to its specifications.
3. The SDR is an appointed position through the SLS application.

Is there any monetary compensation?
The SDR is a volunteer position.

What if I still have more questions?
Contact Pete Bargas at pbargas@masters.edu or 661.362.2836